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ㅡ

Skills LANGUAGESAND LIBRARIES:

JavaScript, React, Redux, NextJs, Node.js, Express.js, Sass,Webpack,
MongoDB, SQL, PWA,WPO, Lottie, HTML, CSS

TOOLS& SERVICES:

Git, GitHub, BitBucket, AWS(EC2, S3, Amplify, Lambda), Linux, Docker,
Agile, Jira, XD, Figma, Adobe Photoshop

ㅡ

Profile Over 4 years of experience as a web developer with a strong understanding of
front-end technologies, Restful web services &Microservices. Professional
exposure to JavaScript technology such as React JS, Node JS, Next JS and
Redux. Expertise in developing responsive and interactive animatedweb
pages.

I have experience inmanaging teams and collaborating with designers
preferably in the design phase to translate designs into live UIs and functional
prototypes. As a front-end developer, I focused on building websites and
application UIs with a strong focus on responsive design, accessibility,
performance, and the latest in the area of front-end and crafting efficient UX
&UI.

ㅡ

Experience Terralogic Software Solutions / Software Engineer II
January 2022 - PRESENT, Bengaluru

Involved in all stages of software development lifecycle like Software Analysis,
Design, Architecture, Development & API Integration.

Worked as project lead, and handledmultiple modules in a project.Worked on
Payment gateway integration, E-commerce, API Integration, CI/CD,
Monorepos andMicroFrontend.

Performed responsibilities likemaintaining code quality and test coverage,
participating in code releases, enforcing code reviews, onboarding new team
members, mentoring interns, etc.

RahuDesigns / Frontend Engineer
August 2021 - December 2021, NewDelhi

I was in charge of requirement gathering to delivery of the project. I was
Leading the front and as well as backend also contributing tomarketing and
design teams very closely.
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Involved in delivering the project successfully, with authority and
responsibility from the Project Board to run the project on a day-to-day basis.

Design Dimensions /UI Developer
Feb 2019 - July 2021, NewDelhi

CreatedMultiple websites, emailers and landing pages for the company and
clients we have there. Also Taking care of software updates and backups.

Worked on a couple of 3d, animated and interactive websites with end-to-end
design + development.

ㅡ

Education Indira Gandhi National OpenUniversity /BCA
October 2022, Banglore

BRMS / 10 + 12
2014 - 2016, Jaipur

ㅡ

Projects and OSS Blox (Project)
https://blox.xyz

Blox is India’s first technology-based and consumer-centric real estate buying
platform, Blox’s mission is to transform the process of buying Indian Real Estate.

Palm- Xoxoday (Project)
https://www.xoxoday.com

Plum, a horizontal platform, helps automate rewards, incentives, and payout programs
at scale from the flow of work.

Nupur Kanoi - E-commerce (Project)
https://www.nupurkanoi.co.in

Nupur Kanoi is an eponymous luxury clothing label that embodies a bohemian
marriage between the traditional, and contemporary, much like the designer herself.

Nature'sMiracle (Project)
https://www.naturesmiracle.in

Nature'sMiracle is committed to developing all-around capabilities in bringing
high-quality fruits and vegetables to consumers across India.

WebAlmanac (OSS)
https://almanac.httparchive.org

TheWeb Almanac is a comprehensive report on the state of the web, backed by real
data and trusted web experts.

AwesomeWPO (OSS)
https://github.com/davidsonfellipe/awesome-wpo

A curated list ofWeb PerformanceOptimization.

Google Gifts (OSS)
https://praveenpal4232.github.io/Google-Gifts

Google Gifts is a list of some interesting websites of Google.
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